If marketing interests you, we need to talk, NOW.

Hey student, I'm looking for someone with some serious A-GAME who is not afraid to learn a lot in a short time and to be hands on. You'll be wearing a few different hats with me; here we go...

About my biz

I’m a solopreneur with a fast growing consulting business, ELVA Marketing: www.elvamarketing.com.au I help other solopreneurs and small businesses grow their businesses on a shoestring budget. I’ve been in business for 1.5 years and am growing fast. I’m based in Clovelly.

About you

You're hands on, you’re sharp as a tack and you’re ready to learn. As a small business, there’s a lot of scope for you to pick and choose what you want to work on.

The kind of tasks you'd be performing with me

+ Populating consult manuals
+ Social media content writing/ advertising/ profile building
+ Website copy/ content population
+ Auto-response email campaigns
+ Ebook writing
+ Building an email database
+ Graphic designing
+ Identifying and targeting cross-promotional partners

Your skills

+ Exceptional written and communication skills
+ Passionate for social media
+ Proficient with Instagram
+ Ideas person
+ Web-savvy
+ Able to have some fun 😊

**Time**

+ Flexible commencement date

+ Flexible working arrangement – an autonomous work set up can be arranged on the proviso that weekly in-person reviews are arranged to track progress and that the allocated work is being completed

This is a really exciting opportunity to be seriously hands-on, to learn a TON and to make a difference in a business. If you demonstrate significant value to the growth of ELVA Marketing, this may result in a part time position.

Let’s talk student. Please email me your cover letter and CV to: Florencia@elvamarketing.com.au
Please ensure you address the outlined skills in your application.